Instructions

1. Upon arrival, one member of the arriving group should come to the front of the auditorium to tell who has arrived. There will be no sitting in adjacent seats.

2. PARKING: You may park for free in the non-metered spaces in the Alumni Garage which is accessed off Brodhead Street uphill from Packer Ave. Cars that park on Packer Ave should feed the meters. These are city meters, and you could be ticketed if you don’t.

3. During the test, teachers and parents may sit in the lobby and look at the exam, or might go to Johnny’s Bagels and Deli, Saxby’s coffee house, or Barnes and Noble Cafe, or the Lehigh libraries. Lindermann Library is particularly beautiful. See the map. Help from some teachers in distributing exams at the beginning of the test would be appreciated.

4. Although most people stay for the afternoon activities and awards, it is not necessary to do so. Results will be posted on the contest website by late Saturday afternoon.

5. There will be a break for lunch after the exam until 1:30.
   a. You can preorder pizza in the lobby above the auditorium prior to the contest. The cost is $5, which gives you two slices of pizza and a soda. The pizza will be available in the lobby immediately after the contest. You must order before 10:00.
   b. The Food Court on the second floor of the University Center will be open with Pandini’s (pizza, pasta, salads) and Flame (burgers). The Hawk’s Nest in Lamberton Hall offers similar food. You can receive a 25% discount on your order by showing this page. This is a highly recommended option, as you can get a small taste of Lehigh’s campus (and a nice discount).
   c. Alternatively, the thirteen dining options on the map are within four blocks of Packard, and are recommended.

6. You have a choice of four activities between 1:30 and 2:30. Printed solutions of the contest problems will be available in all four rooms beginning at 1:30.
   a. Ben Jedlovec, formerly president of Baseball Info Solutions and now with MLB Advanced Media, will give a presentation in room
101 entitled “Math + Baseball = Sabermetrics.” Jedlovec also teaches a course on Sabermetrics at Lehigh.

b. Lehigh Professor Yue Yu will give a talk entitled “My journey to applying mathematics to medical research” in room 416. Professor Yu works with mechanical engineers and biomedical engineers to study brain aneurysms and heart valves.

c. First-year Lehigh students Petch Chueuecha and Mavin Buranasilp will give a presentation in room 258 entitled “From the Thailand IMO team to Lehigh: a problem-solving experience.” In addition to discussing their experience at the International Mathematical Olympiad, they will engage the audience in solving one or two IMO problems.

d. Dr. Mike Neiman, a former Lehigh Valley ARML team member and Lehigh graduate, will discuss solutions to exam problems in room 466.

7. The awards ceremony will be held in Packard 101 at 2:45. Cash prizes and plaques will be awarded. Results will appear on the website late Saturday afternoon, and solutions to the contest problems will appear on the website on Monday.

8. Some of the top scorers on today’s contest will be invited to join the Lehigh Valley team in the American Regions Math League (ARML). Emailed invitations will be sent out on Sunday March 4. Please watch your email and respond, if invited. Students who went to the ARML contest in 2017 with the Lehigh Valley team will automatically keep their spot on the team unless they are told to the contrary by email or telephone on March 4.